STATE OF THE WORKPLACE STUDY: RETENTION OUTLOOK THROUGH A DE&I LENS

PART ONE: ANALYSIS OF PUBLISHED INFORMATION

We identify five macro factors that influence the inclusion and retention of historically excluded employees in advertising-related industries and discuss how these factors can help filter potential solutions.
There’s no one-size-fits-all solution to diversity, equity, and inclusion in the advertising industry.¹

So how do you know which strategies to prioritize?

We believe the answer starts with examining the problems. This report organizes selected statistics, stories, surveys, and strategies into five macro factors that influence the inclusion and retention of historically excluded² individuals in the industry. This can highlight potential solutions that have a bigger impact, sooner.

---

¹ Advertising-related industries (ARIs) include advertising, marketing communications, ad tech, media, creative, and communications, among others. Locating information about the advertising industry also produced research and commentary about related fields. Due to time and space constraints, a consistent emphasis was placed on searching for information about the “advertising industry” with the knowledge that such efforts often would yield information about ARIs. While many sources are specific to ARIs, the report also includes more broadly applicable literature.

² We use the term “historically excluded” instead of “underrepresented.” This reminds us that groups are underrepresented not because they didn’t show up, ready to participate, but because they’ve been systematically kept out. Other terms like “underrepresented,” “diverse,” and “minority” may be used to match the source verbiage.
LOOKING FORWARD

In early 2022, ADCOLOR releases the full results of its inaugural study, the ADCOLOR State of the Workplace Study: Retention Outlook Through a DE&I Lens. Results were previewed during the 2021 ADCOLOR Everywhere Conference, October 5-8, 2021, in New York City.

Access the preview panel here.

The good news: Historically excluded employees are finding their way into advertising and its related industries. The bad news: Many are not staying, and of those who stay, many are planning to leave their current positions within the next year. During this discussion, panelists revealed insights from professionals from historically excluded communities who have navigated the advertising, creative, and tech industries. These employees’ challenges, perceptions, and successes can assist the industries’ institutions in operationalizing systems to become more inclusive and equitable as they work toward sustaining a more stable, satisfied, and diverse workforce.

Panelists’ comments were based on the outcomes of the ADCOLOR State of the Workplace Study: Retention Outlook Through a DE&I Lens, which consists of an extensive review of published research, a survey of more than 500 industry professionals from the ADCOLOR community, and insights derived from dozens of industry leaders and influencers via personal interviews, dyads, and triads.

Access the full State of the Workplace Study on adcolor.org, coming soon.

Future efforts will address recommendations on how organizations can operationalize DE&I and create sustainable solutions that foster an inclusive and equitable workplace.
ABOUT ADCOLOR

ADCOLOR champions diversity and inclusion in creative industries. Our process is twofold. First, we help individuals and organizations RISE UP, letting their accomplishments and ideas shine. Second, we teach these new leaders and would-be mentors how to REACH BACK and find others who deserve to be noticed and promoted. Our goal is to create a community of diverse professionals who support and celebrate one another.
Defining diversity is increasingly nuanced, fluid, and complex as researchers examine the intersectionality between definitions of diversity “not as unitary, mutually exclusive entities, but as reciprocally constructing phenomena that in turn shape complex social inequalities.” With that in mind, the authors acknowledge that this report is not inclusive of all definitions of diversity and the intersectionality of those identities. Using Mazur’s dimensions of diversity, this report focuses primarily on race, ethnicity, gender, and ability, with a focus on Black and female employees due to the volume of literature available, while acknowledging that there are more dimensions of diversity that face nuanced types of discrimination and challenges in ARIs, including invisible dimensions of diversity. The authors acknowledge the increasing complexity of diversity and the intersectionality of all identities, even those regretfully not explicitly covered in this report.

Terminology may vary across the report to align with verbiage from a source. Selected acronyms that may be encountered in this report, along with related subject areas, are listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAPI</td>
<td>Asian American and Pacific Islander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARI</td>
<td>advertising-related industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAME</td>
<td>Black, Asian, and minority-ethnic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIPOC</td>
<td>Black, Indigenous, and people of color</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLM</td>
<td>Black Lives Matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRG</td>
<td>business resource group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT</td>
<td>critical race theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSR</td>
<td>corporate social responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEI/DE&amp;I</td>
<td>diversity, equity, and inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DI</td>
<td>diversity and inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIRE</td>
<td>diversity, inclusion, respect, and equity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP</td>
<td>executive presence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERG</td>
<td>employee resource group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERG theory</td>
<td>existence, relatedness, and growth theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGBTQ+</td>
<td>lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, queer, and other identities (intersex, asexual, questioning, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POC</td>
<td>people of color</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOC</td>
<td>women of color</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A heartfelt thanks to Digiday for “Confessions” series interview quotes and to Harris and Hue for “A state of inequity” data points that are heavily referenced in this report.

Citations use modified American Psychological Association style, and in most cases URLs are included for further reference.

Primary search terms for this study included advertising; advertising industry; diversity, equity, and inclusion (DE&I or D&I); employee satisfaction; workplace culture; and others.

Special thanks to Tiffany R. Warren, Dustin Ballard, Andy Coulston, Hazel Clark, Ana Leen, Criseli Sanz, Ayanna Jackson, Dan Ng, Rosalie Bonner, Rhonda Contreras, Trent Walters, Nikki Wilson, Terence Reynolds, Giovanni Villamar, Joel K. Thomas, Ty McDonald, Patty Miller, Selina Hendrix, Valerie Cohen, and Mary Anne Lide.

For more information about the contents of this report, or to submit feedback, please email info@adcolor.org.
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Despite the recent attention given to diversity in advertising and related industries, marketing employees report the highest level of workplace discrimination compared to other job functions, according to a recent study. While efforts have been made to funnel diverse talent into the industry, less attention has been paid to the inclusion and retention of this talent. In this report, we identify five macro factors that impact the inclusion and retention of historically excluded individuals. By examining the factors that have a pronounced effect on the industry, leaders can learn more about root causes and potential solutions from experts.
1. Subjectivity and ambiguity in creative industries breed bias

**Subjectivity of creative development:** Advertising-related industries, and specifically creative development, are an ideal space to examine bias because of the “ambiguity involved in creative evaluation.” To compound the subjectivity of creative review, “women are more likely to hold back than men if they feel that what they say isn’t rooted in fact.”

**Ill-defined criteria for advancement:** Marketers are less likely to say their employer has documentation on pathways to advance compared to other job functions. One researcher describes advancement as “loose and subjective”: “It comes down to whether a candidate feels like a ‘culture fit’ rather than objective skills or experiences.”

Issues of career mobility or growth disproportionately impact BIPOC marketers.

---


Types of feedback as advancement hindrances: Women are systematically less likely to be given feedback that is tied to outcomes compared to men. Women, especially women of color, are often given feedback tied to communication style, like being told to soften their tone or that they are being “too aggressive.”

Lack of diverse leader representation: “The lack of company role models who are members of their racial and ethnic group” can be a barrier to retention.

In a 2019 study, 19% of Black employees didn’t see someone of their own race making it to a management-level position, compared to 3% of whites. For tenured employees of color, representation matters more.

Absence of objective industry data: On top of the ambiguity of creative and advancement decision-making, there is a tremendous lack of industry-wide data as it relates to diversity and wage gaps. It wasn’t until 2020 and 2021, the first time “in many years,” when several organizations like the World Federation of Advertising and the 4A’s started tracking diversity data.

Potential solutions

What do DE&I experts recommend? Where there is a lack of information, subjectivity, or ambiguity, seek to fill this void with research, data, definition, and accountability.

This includes:

- **Listen**: Use research, data, partners, and formal conversations to benchmark and better understand your current state of DE&I from diverse perspectives.
- **Define**: Publicly define your brand’s stance on diversity, inclusion, respect, and equity (DIRE) to foster transparency and accountability.
- **Grow**: Evolve your approach as you learn, scorecard your progress against other companies, and use a formalized succession plan.

---

From pledges to promises: From “Call for Change” to “Commit to Change,” there is no shortage of pledges, promises, and commitments made by advertising companies. After negative events or press, there may be “token gestures,” but some diverse employees say “it goes back to normal.”

Emphasis on consumer-facing diversity of brands: Some advertising employees think the industry does more to foster diversity and inclusion in the work than at work. But ads “may only become more inclusive if they’re created and sold by diverse groups of people.”

Traditionally segregated industry: Today’s general market agencies will “tap into multicultural agencies to help” because they lack the audience group knowledge, skill sets, or diversity to succeed. Diverse employees get tokenized onto accounts and into roles that fit with stereotypes of their identity, and when they are part of high-profile accounts or pitches, they often get sidelined.

Client-pleasing accountability: Some employees believe that movements like #MeToo or Black Lives Matter are addressed in the advertising industry only “when there is a commercial benefit or they can be exploited” or monetized for “commercial gain.” One employee tells the story of a senior executive who prioritized D&I meetings only “when a client would ask for our D&I stats.”

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

15 Watson, J. (2020, June 10). Black ad professionals call on agency leaders to take urgent action on racism. The Drum.
18 Joseph, S. (2019, July 8). ‘People are scared to speak up’: Confessions of a minority marketer. Digiday.
Potential solutions

DE&I experts believe there are ways to use the architecture of the advertising industry to motivate positive change.

The press, consumers, industry programs, and clients can be used to keep agencies accountable, but leaders should push beyond external influences to personally influence inclusion in the workforce.

- **Communicate:** Advertisers are skilled communicators, and this should start with internal audiences.

- **Publish:** Realize that we can all hold each other to a high standard when we share our knowledge.
3. “Culture fit” criteria promote homogeneity

“The major problem is inclusion”\textsuperscript{22}: Diverse and historically excluded groups often feel excluded from majority-white workplaces – particularly in marketing, where employees are the least likely, compared to other job functions, to say that people from all backgrounds feel included at their company.

Conformity and “culture fits”: Creative and technological industries tend to greatly emphasize internal culture. “Cultural fit” is often an important factor in the creative industry’s hiring practices,\textsuperscript{23} and it often creates an inclination to hire talent that fits with the majority while “sidelining” other groups, particularly “people of color.”\textsuperscript{24} Diverse employees go through the process of identity negotiation and code-switching to help others and themselves feel more comfortable in the workplace.

Boys’ club culture and the creative department: Within many advertising creative departments, the “heart of the agency,”\textsuperscript{25} a boys’ club mentality still permeates from the Mad Men era. Advertising and marketing men tend to form networks and relationships with other men who are similar to themselves, largely leaving out diverse and historically excluded voices.

Tokenism and the “diversity hire”: Diverse people are often expected to take on additional DE&I responsibilities outside of their normal job without an increase in pay. After George Floyd’s death and the subsequent protests, many Black people found themselves inundated with requests for advice, ideas, and help. Many diverse employees may feel an inner struggle on how much they should be involved.

Job hopping and freelance: Marketing employees have the shortest tenure of any profession in the business world, just 2.6 years on average.\textsuperscript{26} It’s common for historically excluded people to switch jobs in advertising to get a promotion. Advertising-related industries also see a prevalence of freelancing.

\textsuperscript{22}Moelies, K. (2020, June 25). ‘Almost as if racism can be forgiven’: Confessions of a Black creative calling out a willful legacy of oppression at agencies. Digiday.
\textsuperscript{23}Boulton, C. (2020, July 18). Corporate ads said Black Lives Matter. But the industry creating them is nearly all white. NBC News.
\textsuperscript{24}Dzhanova, Y. (2021, April 6). Facebook did not hire Black employees because they were not a ‘culture fit,’ report says. Business Insider.
\textsuperscript{25}Monllos, K. (2020, December 22). ‘There’s a lot of posturing’ Confessions of a Black copywriter on agencies’ sluggish response to fix diversity, equity, and inclusion. Digiday.
\textsuperscript{26}Sweezey, M. (2017, November 1). Creative capital – not creativity – is what your brand is missing. Ad Age.
Potential solutions

“Rather than expecting individuals to fit into a set ‘company culture,’ companies should focus on building a culture that honors its employees’ unique differences as strengths.”27 In a boys’ club environment, it is essential to break the culture of sameness and prove the value-in-diversity hypothesis to majority males.

- **Prove:** Convince the majority culture that there is value in diversity, particularly diverse leadership. Build the competence and confidence in majority males to openly discuss DE&I.

- **Personalize to change-makers:** There is no one-size-fits-all approach to fostering the inclusion and retention of diverse employees. Identify key change-makers, and tailor your approach to each role and personality type.

---

Stress in the workplace today: Ethnic minorities reported higher levels of workplace burnout throughout 2020 compared to white Americans. Nearly 2 million working women are considering leaving the workforce and putting a hold on their career goals due to pandemic-related challenges like burnout, financial insecurity, and balancing household labor and childcare with workplace demands. Women of color, especially Black women, are facing even more challenges. Their communities are disproportionately affected by the pandemic, and they are dealing with racial violence, grief, and loss.

Hierarchical, fast-paced, competitive, and demanding: Marketers were the job function most likely to disagree that they feel safe at work physically, mentally, and emotionally. In one study, women who left agency life were politically savvy but simply less willing to participate in agency politics.

Psychological safety: It is often women (especially women of color) who do not feel safe in their workplace. “The virtual environment has worsened the safety problem. Of the female business leaders who responded to a recent survey, nearly half said women faced difficulty in speaking up in virtual meetings.”

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Speaking out, retaliation, and the “race card”: Forty percent of marketing employees have felt unable to speak out about discrimination they’ve witnessed or experienced based on their ethnicity. Racially diverse employees are often scared to “speak up because they feel they will be labeled as playing the race card.”

Sponsorship, mentorship, and access: The access that diverse and historically excluded employees have to more senior employees can affect their ability to move their careers forward. Sponsorship is typically hard to track, because it is completely informal. “[Seventy-one percent] of executives have protégés whose gender and race match their own.” Many women underestimate the importance of sponsorship and fail to seek it out. Black women, in particular, are much less likely than their colleagues to have a work sponsor.

Potential solutions

To create psychologically safe environments, agencies must integrate inclusivity at every possible juncture. This includes:

- **Integrate:** Foster inclusion in all aspects of the employee experience, from day-to-day interactions to institutional policies.
- **Sponsor:** Create, fund, and promote a formal sponsorship program with clear expectations, policies, and goals.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

34 Joseph, S. (2019, July 8). “People are scared to speak up.” Confessions of a minority marketer. Digiday.
Fair compensation: Advertising salaries traditionally have been kept under wraps, with the only up-to-date systematic recording of compensation occurring in informal public Google spreadsheets like Real Agency Salaries. Yet compensation is a major factor in why employees leave.

Sideline DE&I: Many companies relegate DE&I programs to a chief diversity officer vs. integrating diversity and inclusion into their teams. Majority males often are fearful of openly discussing DE&I, can’t find the time to prioritize it in their work, or don’t prioritize these efforts because they aren’t affected.

Potential solutions

DE&I experts say to invest not only in DE&I initiatives but also in diverse employees and their families to make work more sustainable and inclusive for all.

- Reimagine: Reconsider all aspects of what DE&I could be at your organization.
- Invest: Invest in your efforts, including collaborative industry efforts and the needs of your employees and their families.

These five macro factors organize some of the most prominent and distinctive elements of the industry that impact the inclusion and retention of historically excluded employees. Greater knowledge of these factors can help industry leaders filter their DE&I efforts to have a greater impact by addressing root causes.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

Much attention has been given in recent years to the lack of diversity in creative industries like advertising and related fields. Despite years of discussion, studies like the 2006 New York City Human Rights Commission on the advertising industry,37 and social movements like the Madison Avenue Project,38 #MeToo, Black Lives Matter, and #StopAAPIHate, only 6.6% of the advertising-related workforce is Black and only 8% is Hispanic – compared to the total labor force at 12% Black and 18% Hispanic.39

In fact, marketing employees report the highest level of workplace discrimination compared to other job functions, according to a recent study from Harris and Hue.40 Yet marketers are likely to say their employers have made a commitment to build a “more equitable environment for employees of color,” illustrating that their words “may not be matching their actions.”41

38 Boulton, C. (2020, July 18). Corporate ads said Black Lives Matter. But the industry creating them is nearly all white. NBC News.
While efforts have been made to funnel diverse talent into the industry, less attention has been given to job satisfaction, opportunities for advancement, fair compensation, and respectful treatment. Simply hiring diverse employees is not enough. Without addressing these issues, advertisers “may never fully diversify until they find ways to retain [historically excluded] workers in their ranks.”

After reviewing literature on factors that impact the inclusion and retention of historically excluded employees in advertising-related fields, we’ve identified five macro factors that have a pronounced effect on the industry – factors that may hold the keys to improving our trajectory toward a more diverse, inclusive, and equitable workforce.

“Right now, it’s in [vogue] to be doing diversity and inclusion initiatives, and I think they need to focus on the inclusion aspect of it. You can hire as many Black people as you want, but if they don’t feel comfortable in the office, what’s the point? In a lot of my experiences, it feels like I’ve been set up to fail.”

-Digiday “Confessions” series

---

42 Monllos, K. (2021, February 4). ‘Constantly have to defend or prove yourself’: Confessions of a Black PR exec on why agencies need to focus on inclusion. Digiday.
44 WARC. (2019, April 30). How agencies can enhance inclusivity.
47 Miller, L. (2021, February 17). The time for diversity in advertising is now. Entrepreneur.
Two categories of factors cause employees to leave: pull and push. Pull factors are often external, such as higher-paying jobs and family responsibilities. Push factors are from within the company, including a “perceived disconnect between an employer’s commitment to diversity and the execution of the practices that support that commitment, limited opportunities, lack of role models in senior leadership, unclear career paths, excessive workload due to bureaucratic and management inefficiencies, and lack of respect for personal life.” In this section, we’ll focus on push factors.
An affirming diversity climate in advertising-related fields can impact retention, job satisfaction, empowerment, and commitment to the organization.\textsuperscript{50, 51} This review of literature has shown that although many publications describe the lack of diversity in the advertising industry, far fewer articles and studies deal with retention. The following are prominent factors that impact retention and inclusion, and existing recommendations related to those factors.

WHAT IS A DIVERSITY CLIMATE?

A climate in which “diversity is seen as valuable and members of all demographic groups have the opportunity to reach full potential. Further, members of different sociocultural backgrounds are represented in all levels of the organization and have equal access to formal as well as informal social circles. Rather than expecting minorities to conform to a dominant organizational culture, members of multicultural organizations have a mutual appreciation for different cultures such that customs and values of diverse demographic groups shape the work environment.”\textsuperscript{49}
1. Subjectivity and ambiguity in creative industries breed bias

A spectrum of bias: microaggressions, discrimination, harassment, and racism

As in most industries, diverse employees in advertising experience a spectrum of bias, both unconscious and conscious. This includes nuanced discrimination such as racial discrimination, color discrimination, disability discrimination, sexual orientation, gender identity, sexual harassment, age discrimination (ageism), national origin, sex discrimination, pregnancy or status as a parent discrimination, retaliation discrimination, and religious discrimination.

Microaggression is particularly prominent among marketers. Microaggression is “implicit biases coming to life in everyday interactions.” There are three types: microassaults, microinsults, and microinvalidations. Racial microaggressions have been shown to be especially harmful in work and educational settings, correlating with higher levels of depression and trauma. Journalists posit that in advertising, microaggressions “exist daily” as “examples of the inherent bias in the culture of agencies built from decades of white privilege.” For Black women in advertising, “the microaggression can feel tenfold.” For this reason, many Black women are opting to work from home, where they feel safer, to escape “workplace racism.”

53 Taylor, R. (2020, September 3). Microaggressions are blocking your agency’s diversity and inclusion efforts. Campaign.
55 Taylor, R. (2020, September 3). Microaggressions are blocking your agency’s diversity and inclusion efforts. Campaign.
Although it is illegal to discriminate against a job applicant or an employee because of the person’s race, color, religion, sex (including pregnancy, transgender status, and sexual orientation), national origin, age (40 or older), disability, or genetic information, discrimination still exists in the advertising industry. “According to Digiday Research, 39% of agency professionals have experienced discrimination,” and one-fifth of employees said it was racially related. In another study, 42% of marketing employees reported suffering “financial or economic hardship due to their ethnicity,” and 38% reported experiencing job loss due to their ethnicity.

Not until the 2020 Bostock v. Clayton County decision did the Supreme Court decide that Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act regarding “employment discrimination based on ... sex” also included sexual orientation.

While the Bostock v. Clayton decision has provided federal employment protections, there are still gaps for LGBTQ+ Americans, including differences in healthcare benefits, parental leave, and different rules for businesses that have fewer than 15 employees or are religious organizations. Over half of LGBTQ+ workers say they’ve heard lesbian or gay jokes. Transgender workers experience different types of harassment than LGBTQ+ workers, including bathroom accessibility, being deliberately referred to by incorrect pronouns, and having to tolerate inappropriate questions, which can lead to employee disengagement and avoidance.

ADVERTISERS WHO HAVE...
“57% of women report that they’ve experienced some form of sexual harassment in the workplace, from hearing sexist jokes to being touched in an inappropriate way.” Men and women differ when asked about the prevalence of harassment and who pays higher consequences.64

More than seven in ten Asian Americans in advertising and marketing report encountering anti-Asian bias since the pandemic began. On top of this, Asian Americans “by nature tend not to speak up about bias.” One agency diversity and engagement lead remarked, “We’re often taught to keep our head down, work hard, and do our best to earn acceptance in proximity to whiteness.”65

In a recent survey by Edelman, 58% of Asian Americans said racism at work has damaged their relationship with their employer, up 13 points since August 2020.66 The model minority myth has perpetuated a stereotype of Asian workers as “prosperous and not requiring assistance” and “good workers, but not assertive enough to be leaders,” along with assumptions about technical skill sets.67, 68 As one copywriter said, “Asians do not face the same biases as other people of color in advertising. We face different challenges, and that includes a climate where many of us feel invisible.”69

Ableism is often left out of the discussion, but in the U.S., one in four adults has some kind of visible or invisible disability. Differently abled individuals report facing stereotypes, microaggressions, hurtful assumptions, and outright discrimination in advancement.70 COVID-19 may have opened up more conversation on accessibility. Many companies have historically avoided flexible working options due to the expense, but the pandemic has upended this notion.71

---

64 Lean In. (2019). Working relationships in the #MeToo era.
66 Agovino, T. (2021, June 10). Asian Americans seek more respect, authority in the workplace. SHRM.
68 Liu, J. (2021, May 3). How the model minority myth holds Asian Americans back at work – and what companies should do. CNBC.
69 Josephy, A., & Ad Age Studio 30 (2021, April 20). AAPI voices speak out against hate. Ad Age.
71 Costa, M. (2021, March 9). “It’s a business risk to omit.” Firms slowly start to prioritize accessible workforces in their diversity goals. Digiday.
Subjectivity of creative development

Creative development could be considered an “ideal space” to examine bias because of the “ambiguity involved in creative evaluation.” The ambiguity of judging creativity generates “uncertainty about whether negative evaluations were due to gender or ability.”

Compounding this subjectivity, “women are more likely to hold back than men if they feel that what they say isn’t rooted in fact.”

There may also be evidence that digital agencies foster a more inclusive environment. Research from Mallia and Windels in 2011 indicated that women were more likely to have a positive workplace experience at digital agencies vs. traditional agencies due to more functional diversity of skill sets, a more collaborative culture, and organizational norms that encourage work-life balance.

Perhaps the decreased ambiguity around digital metrics also plays a role.

Also, people at independent agencies are happier and more likely to view their agencies as a positive place to work than those at holding company-owned agencies. They are also less likely to be searching for a new job opportunity. People at creative agencies were the most likely to perceive a higher risk of losing their job than people at integrated or media agencies.

---

Ill-defined criteria for advancement

One researcher describes advancement in advertising as “loose and subjective.”\(^{76}\) Issues of career mobility or growth disproportionately impact BIPOC marketers. Marketers are less likely to say their employer has documentation on pathways to advance compared to other job functions.\(^{77}\) Succession plans to find and develop future leaders are uncommon in agencies despite their high turnover. The criteria for advancement are less defined, perhaps due to the subjectivity and unpredictability of advertising itself.

Types of feedback as advancement hindrances

One obstacle to female advancement may be the type of feedback they receive. “Women are systematically less likely to receive specific feedback tied to outcomes, both when they receive praise and when the feedback is developmental. In other words, men are offered a clearer picture of what they are doing well and more-specific guidance of what is needed to get to the next level.” Feedback also seems to be tied heavily to communication style when it is given to women. Women are told to soften their tone or that they are “too aggressive” far more often than men are. Feedback that doesn’t tie to specific business contributions makes it more difficult for people to advocate for women’s advancement. There is also a “protective hesitation” where feedback is avoided for fear of upsetting the recipient. This severely hinders advancement.\(^{78}\)

Anecdotally, Black advertising employees recount seeing white males promoted all around them, but when they prompted the conversation of what it would take to be promoted, they were “never given any ‘concrete’ steps or guidance from leadership.”\(^{79}\)

---

\(^{76}\) Boulton, C. (2020, July 18). Corporate ads said Black Lives Matter. But the industry creating them is nearly all white. NBC News.

\(^{77}\) Hue (2021). A state of inequity: Employees of color feel unsafe, unheard, and undervalued. The Harris Poll.


\(^{79}\) Rittenhouse, J. (2020, June 10). Black professionals describe agencies as hotbeds for racism and microaggression. Ad Age.
Lack of diverse leader representation

Over half of marketers (52%) have changed career direction or industry due to issues of mobility and/or career growth opportunities. These high-level attrition rates are not unwarranted: “For every 100 men [in the U.S.] who receive their first promotion from entry level to manager, only 79 women receive that same promotion. For Black women, that number is 60.” In fact, Black employees are “leaving their jobs more often than their white counterparts at almost all levels.” “Black employees make up 12% of entry-level employees (such as account associates, software engineers, and paralegals)” but “just 7% of managers. Across the senior manager, vice president, and senior vice president levels, Black representation holds steady at 4% to 5% ... This broken rung and higher-than-expected attrition rates in the pipeline significantly limit representation at subsequent levels of the company.” Black employees are also 41% less likely to view promotions as fair than their white counterparts at the same company.

Similarly, a third of Native Americans say they have experienced discrimination in advancement or equal pay.

“From an early point in my career, I knew I was going to have to work twice as hard as most of my colleagues and be on my game all the time if I wanted to get ahead. People tend to hire and promote people who make them feel comfortable.”

-Digiday “Confessions” series
The largest minority group in the U.S. is Hispanic/Latinx, yet there is less literature specific to the Latinx experience in advertising compared to Black, AAPI, and female groups. In general, the gap between labor force (17%) and executive representation (4.3%) is wider among Hispanics than any other group. “U.S. Hispanic representation is roughly equal to that of Black executives and somewhat lower than Asian American executives.”

Women make up “40% of the global workforce [but] ... hold only 24% of senior management roles around the world.” “Only around 4% of companies have more than 40% women on their executive team.” In one 2020 study of 500 companies, a mere 37 top-level jobs were held by women. This is a record high of 7.4%, but none of these positions were held by Black women.

According to the 2016 McKinsey “Women Matter” study, when women move up in their organizations, it is usually from line to staff jobs, which are “roles requiring focused expertise or assistance rather than responsibility for major projects.” Also, women aren’t handling projects with budgets as large as those of their male counterparts, according to a 2012 study of alumni of top business schools. Some attribute this to a lack of confidence, but women’s ambitions “are just as high as their male peers.” They “shy away from competing for these jobs” if they’ve been rejected by the prospective employer in the past. This decision is impacted by their perceptions of fairness in the treatment they receive.

---

Asian Americans often encounter what author Jane Hyun called the “bamboo ceiling” when it comes to advancement. In one analysis of national workforce data, white-collar Asian American professionals were the “least likely racial group to be promoted into management roles.” Even in data and ad tech, where there tends to be a large concentration of AAPI employees, there isn’t representation “at the very top.” One agency leader remarked, “Asians are not typically outspoken people, so much of our cultural upbringing doesn’t translate well into how the U.S. traditionally defines leadership.” Organizations that value self-promotion rather than systems to proactively find diverse talent “may leave Asian American workers behind.” Similarly, Latinas may be viewed by managers as “less hungry” or qualified for advancement due to collectivistic tendencies to “be selfless, [be] generous, and respect authority figures.”

“The lack of company role models who are members of their racial and ethnic group” can be a barrier to retention. In a 2019 study from the Center for Talent Innovation, 19% of Black employees didn’t see someone of their own race making it to a management-level position, compared to 3% of whites. “Seventy-five percent [of Black Americans] agree that seeing others who look like them or are from the same racial/ethnic background as them in the workplace motivates them, compared to only 57% of white Americans and 67% of Hispanic Americans.” For tenured employees of color, representation matters more.

---
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Absence of objective data in the industry

On top of the ambiguity of creative and advancement decision-making, there is a tremendous lack of industry-wide data as it relates to diversity and wage gaps. “More data is needed to hold ad agencies accountable and yet ... as of [2019], neither major industry group – not the 4A’s nor the American Advertising Federation” – tracked diversity statistics. The 4A’s did release the first Advertising Industry Diversity Survey in late 2020, admittedly the first “in many years.” In 2021, several organizations began census-like studies, including the Global DEI Census by the World Federation of Advertising.

Potential solutions

What do DE&I experts recommend? Where there is a lack of information, subjectivity, or ambiguity, seek to fill this void with research, data, definition, and accountability.

Listen: Use research, data, partners, and formal conversations to benchmark and better understand your current state of DE&I from diverse perspectives. “Listen to employees and do what they ask, instead of what management ‘feels’ is right.”

Employ the learning-effectiveness paradigm: Companies must listen to diverse employees, “tapping into their identity-related knowledge and experiences as resources for learning.” If your organization has employee resource groups (ERGs), open a dialogue with these groups. If you don’t have ERGs, “create, fund, and support” these groups.
Discuss: “Create a voluntary space for a discussion. Some employees may want to talk about how they are feeling, while others may not.” “An Asian American healthcare employee mentioned that he didn’t attend his company’s discussion, but knowing that it was there made him feel like the company took racial disparities seriously.”

Be available: “Support can come in many forms, whether it’s letting the team know that your door is open, allowing people to take time off to process their feelings, or simply giving them their space. ... This will also avoid singling out or tokenizing team members based on their race.” 106

Conduct an environmental scan: “Understand your company’s current state of DE&I, taking into account industry and geographic contexts.” 107 “Environmental scans should be initiated by leadership (particularly as a public recognition of concerns raised by stakeholders), conducted by a representative group (at least three to five persons, including at least two members who would be impacted directly by the work, and those having research/data analysis skills), analyzed by institutional research partners, and shared by institutional communication partners. This ensures wide knowledge, buy-in, and full disclosure.” 108

Research and benchmark progress: “Use internal surveys, focus groups, and interviews to document, by subgroup, the experiences and perceptions of women and men of color.” 109

Define: Publicly define your brand’s stance on diversity, inclusion, respect, and equity (DIRE) to foster transparency and accountability.

Define your internal brand as it relates to inclusivity: “Establishing an internal brand has a positive effect on brand orientation, which has a positive impact..."
on brand attitudes, namely brand commitment and brand identification. Such attitudes in turn are positively related to employee retention.”

**Commit:** “Define your company’s aspiration for addressing racial equity – including steps to address structural barriers” and long-term plans for making a “greater change in society.”

**Create your brand’s DIRE statements:** “DIRE policy statements enable organizations to be transparent with their work on inclusion. When made public, these statements also allow for intentional internal and external communications around the organization’s core values and organizational metrics for success. ... The DIRE policy statement is often eight sentences organized into one cohesive paragraph. There are four distinct parts: (1) Purpose (one sentence); (2) Position and methodology (three sentences); (3) Action and measurement (two sentences); and (4) Scope and reach (two sentences).”

**Move beyond commitment to action:** Consider your changes in four system-based levels, which are practices, processes, policies, and programs.

**Grow:** Evolve your approach as you learn, scorecard your progress against other companies, and use a formalized succession plan.

“**Pursue a path to progress, not perfection**”: “Have the courage to set ambitious goals, take risks, and make mistakes along the way.”

“Reinforce what works – and reimagine what doesn’t.”

---
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Think short- and long-term: “Couple short-term strategies with longer-term changes to promote healthier teams.”

Create a formalized succession plan: “Succession planning should reflect the way an organization needs to change in order to achieve its strategic goals.”

“Best-practices companies hold someone or a team responsible for achieving the goals of the succession planning program.”

“Define and communicate clearly the criteria, process, and expectations for upward mobility. Review them with the candidates. Taking the time to think through and communicate clear expectations is vital to ensuring the most qualified candidates from a diverse pool are included in succession planning.”

“Best-practices companies that consider self-nomination procedures and systems encourage women and people of color to advance themselves and their interests.” Yet keep in mind that organizations that only reward self-promotion, rather than also having a system in place to proactively nurture diverse talent, may leave some less “typically outspoken” Asian American workers behind.

“The succession plan must become a part of the company’s culture. Workshops should be held for managers across all levels of the company to understand why the company is undertaking this process, how it will work, and what the desired outcome will be.”

Anticipate a new generation of leaders: “There’s an extreme prejudice in agencies that will be hard to shake until this generation of leaders retires.”

---
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Potential solutions in action

“In the aftermath of Floyd’s death, agencies went on listening tours. IPG hosted 17 discussions for Black and Brown communities and allies throughout 2020, and later incorporated sessions for Asian and Pacific Islander communities following the widely reported hate crimes committed against those groups across the U.S.”

For Publicis, a new networking-focused Talent Advancement Program will allow the agency to source talent across various agencies to “more efficiently and effectively provide career advancement.”

---
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FIVE MACRO FACTORS THAT IMPACT INCLUSION AND RETENTION

2. Consumer- and client-facing nature of the industry encourages performativity

Diversity theater: from pledges to promises

From “Call for Change” to “Commit to Change,”124, 125, 126 there is no shortage of pledges, promises, and commitments made by advertising companies. When companies do craft statements, most are created as “immediate response or position statements and designed to mitigate the blame that could be negatively attributed to the organization.”127 After negative events or press, there may be “token gestures,” but some diverse employees say “it goes back to normal.”128

Diversity theater is how a company signals diversity and inclusion values externally, like “PR rituals and bureaucracies,” in comparison to how it treats marginalized employees trying to make a change. The phenomenon of “diversity theater creates a sense of dissonance: Workers have to represent the company
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“We’ve heard generations of ‘we can do better’ talk, and nothing changes.”
-Digiday “Confessions” series123

“Agencies don’t see it as an urgent problem until there is a PR scandal.”
-Digiday “Confessions” series129
publicly while feeling victimized by it privately; they must identify shortcomings but are punished for acting on them.” 130 As one researcher remarked: “Advertising’s unique ability to persuade by creating the appearance of change through rhetoric, symbols, and events has helped corporations and existing power structures conceal and protect white gains and Black losses behind the scenes for generations.” 131

**Emphasis on consumer-facing diversity of brands**

Despite advertising’s external impact on the masses, the industry internally remains predominantly white. Some advertising employees feel that the industry does more to foster diversity and inclusion in the work and with clients than within the organization. “[Ads] may only become more inclusive if they’re created and sold by diverse groups of people.” 133 As one author noted, agencies are “all working to convince us how ‘woke’ our favorite brands are, so that we don’t look too hard behind the curtain at how white the people in control of those brands and the messaging around them remain.” 134

Agencies in particular may often “fall into the habit of analyzing different groups of people through a fog of preconceived ideas,” looking at different ethnic and racial groups as one homogeneous entity, 135 which can affect the stereotypes they project in interpersonal workplace relationships.

“The agency was progressive in how they tackled briefs, but that didn’t stretch to their own people.”
-Digiday “Confessions” series 132
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It’s natural for marketers and advertisers to think of the consumer or client first, which may be why there’s no shortage of multicultural campaigns, hashtag activism, inclusive marketing programs, and more. But more DE&I leaders are imploring agencies to start internally.136

Traditionally segregated industry

Does the existence of multicultural agencies give traditional agencies an excuse for not diversifying? Multicultural agencies are typically made up of diverse people, and general-market agencies that are predominantly white will “tap into multicultural agencies for help, because they don’t really have the skill set or the knowledge of that audience group to provide what they need to the client as far as results go.”137,138 One marketer commented, “The truth is, it’s going to take time for general-market agencies to meet their diversity goals. Many of them still don’t have environments that are welcoming and set up for diverse talent to be successful.”139

This segregation of industry goes back as far as the 1960s and 1970s, when Black advertisers “frustrated by explicit race discrimination at large white-owned agencies” opened their own shops as a source for “cultural insight into the lives of [B]lack consumers.” This act “soon turned to detour as it unwittingly provided white advertisers and agencies with a rationale for not employing [B]lacks to market to white consumers (aka: the ‘general market’) and, instead, resegregated the industry by relegating [B]lack employees to [B]lack accounts where they would market to their ‘own’ people with much smaller budgets.”140 Such a divide still exists in many ways today. As one marketer said, “Multicultural agencies deserve the same consideration and respect as general-market agencies, as our work and ability to scale is not different – it’s our audience expertise and approach that’s unique. … It’s a serious blow against progress when the multicultural agency is asked to report to the general-market agency instead of having a direct line of communication to the client.”141

---
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Traditionally, advertising accounts were often seen as being either “masculine” or “feminine.” Beer, car, and power tool accounts were generally reserved for men, whereas tampon accounts were typically designated for women. In Weisberg & Robbs’ 1997 study, almost half the women believed their creative directors felt more comfortable with men and seemed to trust them more easily. “And that, many of them felt, caused the men to receive a larger percentage of good assignments.” Today, diverse employees get tokenized onto accounts and into roles that fit with stereotypes of their identity, and when they are part of high-profile accounts or pitches, they often get sidelined: “When we won it, I expected to be promoted. Instead, the promotion went to the white woman who presented my plan but hadn’t worked on it.”

**Client-pleasing accountability**

Some employees believe that movements like #MeToo or Black Lives Matter are addressed in the advertising industry only “when there is a commercial benefit or they can be exploited” or monetized for “commercial gain.” Social commentator Roxane Gay said, “When advertisers ignore diversity, it is because they don’t think the lives of others matter.” There is not enough of a financial imperative for those lives to matter.” One employee tells the story of a senior executive who only prioritized D&I meetings “when a client would ask for our D&I stats.” Some advertising professionals think the brands that agencies work for just “want to be able to pat themselves on the back, change their Instagram profile picture, and think they’re done.”

---
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Potential solutions

DE&I experts believe there are ways to use the architecture of the advertising industry to motivate positive change. The press, consumers, industry programs, and clients can be used to keep agencies accountable, but leaders should push beyond external influences to personally influence inclusion in the workforce.

Communicate: Advertisers are skilled communicators, and this should start with their internal audiences.

Acknowledge: When injustices occur in society, acknowledge that what happened is not acceptable and that you support the affected community. Speaking after the wave of anti-Asian hate crimes in 2021, one author recommended that “leaders up and down the chain of command should send a clear and firm message that anti-Asian racism and hate crimes are unacceptable and that they stand in support of the AAPI community.”149

Center DE&I messages in all internal content: “Justice, equity, inclusion, and diversity should be centered in your internal content and employee data strategy.”

Allow for two-way communication in your digital workplace tools: “Provide a mechanism for clear communication from leadership while allowing employees to share opinions and thoughts.”

Publish: Realize that we can all hold each other to a high standard when we share our knowledge.

Use the press to hold agencies and other companies accountable: The press controls public opinion, and heightened attention to these issues is starting to create change.151

---

Publish your diversity data: As soon as the industry can start benchmarking its progress, we can better understand how far we have to go. Inspired by 600 & Rising, the organization that wrote the open letter “A Call for Change,” Agency DE&I has aggregated data about agencies that have made a public commitment to change and provide diversity data. 378 agencies are included in the tracker, but only 64 have published any DE&I data.

Scorecard your progress: Profile current retention levels and develop a scorecard (trends and projections): senior level, upward mobility, attrition reality and potential, climate survey results. “Track progress to increase accountability – and share successes.”

Share wage data: Marketing leaders advocate for wage transparency, because employees have the right to discuss salary and wages. One study showed that 23% of marketing managers believe transparency helps close the wage gap, 21% think it creates more trust, 20% believe it boosts recruitment and retention, and 19% believe it increases productivity.

“Share best practices on effective programs.”

Outside of annual reports, examples of industry best practices can be difficult to find.

---
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Benchmark against other companies: Understand progress with the Diversity Best Practices Inclusion Index, which provides benchmarks across “multiple dimensions of diversity.”

Potential solutions in action

A year after advocacy group Three’s a Crowd launched the “In for 13” initiative to increase the percentage of Black leaders in agencies, only 22 companies remain of the initial 71 agencies who signed up for the pledge.

---
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Conformity and “culture fits”

Creative and technological industries like advertising, ad tech, media, and communications tend to greatly emphasize internal culture. “Cultural fit” is often an important factor in the creative industry’s hiring practices, and it often creates an inclination to hire talent that fits with the majority while “sidelining” other groups, particularly “people of color.”

Conformity is rewarded, “which is reflected in how people behave, dress, and their mannerisms.” Some young historically excluded executives have had to “act white” to survive. In one series of interviews of Latina executives, most said they didn’t easily fit into “typical corporate culture” in the U.S. Nearly half (46%) of LGBTQ+ workers in the U.S. are “closeted in the workplace,” which creates a feeling of exhaustion from “concealing their authentic selves.” When historically excluded employees don’t fit into the culture, their point of view can be underappreciated, which leads to them feeling less valued and leaving the agency.

“It was clear that if I didn’t fit into it, then I wouldn’t get the job regardless of my actual skills.”

-Digiday “Confessions” series

---
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When it comes to agency mentorship, some Black employees feel that “the few people of color that do mix in those [top-of-the-agency] circles have to conform to behaving in the same way [as white people at the top]. As smart as they are, they really can’t help me.”

“What’s sad is, you have to be a certain way and be cool with opinionated cliques when you’re from a minority background, which isn’t for everyone, as people are all brought up differently.”

-Digiday “Confessions” series

---


BY THE BOOKS: APPLICABLE ACADEMIC THEORIES

Social identity theory – Theory that an individual’s definition of self is often shaped by their group memberships, which results in a distinction of “in groups” and “out groups.”

Self-categorization theory – Proposes that there is a shift in thinking that occurs where individuals begin to “depersonalize their identities and view themselves (and others) more as representatives of social categories than as unique persons.” When that happens, intergroup differentiation grows, which “motivates people to develop higher levels of trust for, and affective reactions to, members of their in groups, which become manifested as a differential regard, or even bias, for individuals with whom they share group membership as opposed to those in other social categories.”

Similarity-attraction paradigm – A type of bias that posits that “people are attracted to, and have an inclination to seek interactions with, those they perceive as similar. Although such perceived similarity may be based on a range of factors, including demographic characteristics, values, and attitudes, the resultant attraction is likely to engender distinctions between in groups and out groups and to influence social interactions between groups.”

Homophily – The tendency to form network relationships with those who are similar to themselves.

---

The major problem is inclusion\textsuperscript{182}

Diverse and historically excluded groups often feel excluded from majority-white workplaces – particularly in marketing, where employees are the least likely, compared to other job functions, to say that people from all backgrounds feel included at their company.\textsuperscript{183} Inclusion is an undeniably vital part of the DEI trinity, although perhaps less emphasized than diversity. As one consultant defined it, “Diversity is counting numbers; inclusion is making those numbers count.”\textsuperscript{184} In a McKinsey survey of technology, financial services, and healthcare industry employees, “while overall sentiment on diversity was 52% positive and 31% negative, sentiment on inclusion was markedly worse at only 29% positive and 61% negative.”\textsuperscript{185}

Four main dynamics combat inclusivity in the workplace\textsuperscript{186}:

1. “People gravitate toward people like them.”

Harvard researcher Herminia Ibarra argues that two network mechanisms create and reinforce gender inequalities in the distribution of power among advertising firms: (1) homophily – the tendency to form network relationships with those who are similar to oneself; and (2) one’s ability to convert individual positional resources and attributes into network advantages. Women are more likely to obtain social support and friendship from women, and access to network ties from men. Men, on the other hand, are more likely to form homophilous ties with other men, and access network ties from both men and women. This duality of resources leads men to reap greater network returns relative to women.\textsuperscript{187}
Homogeneous teams may feel easier, but research suggests that they are ultimately bad for performance. “Working on diverse teams produces better outcomes precisely because it’s harder.” Also, individuals tend to overestimate the amount of conflict that exists on diverse teams.189

2. “Subtle biases persist and lead to exclusion.”

People of color are often omitted from high-profile or “high-visibility assignments.” In one interview, a marketing employee reflected on “being excluded from meetings, having my suggestions ignored and job duties ... allocated to other white members of the team who had less experience.”190 Women in particular “are expected and asked to do thankless tasks – order lunch, handle less-valued clients – more than men, and research shows that doing those tasks slows career development and makes women unhappy at work.”191 Black leaders are more likely to be positioned in functional roles like human resources, corporate social responsibility, and diversity vs. senior profit-and-loss positions.192

“My manager had things in common with my coworkers, so she’d talk to them about their lives – if your superior doesn’t see themselves in you or can’t find a way to relate to you, then they distance themselves or ice you out.”

-Digiday “Confessions” series188

“There have been times throughout my career where I felt I definitely had to ‘play the game’ and make sure other people felt comfortable with me in the room (because of the color of my skin), even if that meant sacrificing my own level of authenticity and comfort.”

-Digiday “Confessions” series193
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3. “Out-group employees sometimes try to conform.”

The effects of homophilous ties impact many historically excluded groups. Diverse employees go through the process of identity negotiation to help others and themselves feel more comfortable in the workplace. “[O]ne in five African Americans (21%) disagree that they are comfortable being fully themselves at work, compared to 13% of white Americans and 19% of Hispanic Americans.” Latinx workers report “moderating” their appearance, body language, and communication style to fit in with a “traditionally white, male” executive presence; 76% of Latinx workers repress part of their personas at work. For some diverse groups, it results in code-switching, the “process of shifting from one linguistic code (a language or dialect) to another, depending on the social context or conversational setting.” Black employees report code-switching to make the majority culture feel “comfortable with [their] presence.” For some with invisible minority statuses (e.g., sexual orientation, disability, religion), identity negotiation might involve stigma management, or choosing how much of their identity to reveal when interacting with others.

4. “Employees from the majority group put up resistance.”

Within many advertising creative departments, a boys’ club mentality still permeates from the Mad Men era. “Boys’ club” refers to an environment in which men feel more comfortable working closely and socializing with other men. This mentality particularly pervades the creative department, “the heart of the agency.” Some Black employees say many agencies want to maintain that culture, because “they’ve created legacies off of toxic environments.” “It will take a strong external push to get whites in advertising to let go of their power.”

“Until the people who run the creative department actually care about it, the diversity conversation isn’t going to move forward.”

-Digiday “Confessions” series
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At the center of a boys’ club environment is the majority male (majority race, gender, sexual orientation, and ability). Majority males often are fearful of openly discussing DEI, can’t find the time to prioritize it in their work, or don’t prioritize these efforts because they aren’t affected.

Researchers for years have described the creative departments of agencies as “male fraternities.” This extends to production, where one Black creative said producers “all look the same.”

Women find it hard to thrive in this boys’ club culture. The consuming nature of the creative job and a macho organizational culture were widely cited as factors that keep women from advancing. For women to succeed in creative departments, they often emulate traditionally male characteristics that are encouraged and rewarded in the ad business.

Traditionally, and often still today, women who succeed in advertising agencies exhibit typically masculine behaviors. In the seminal piece “Babes in Boyland” from 1997, one woman said, “If you’re a girly-girl with your curly locks and makeup, you won’t get as much respect. A lot of women I know downplay their femininity. There’s a toughness about the women who are successful in this business.” In one study, women reported “acting like one of the guys, being a tomboy, or doing guy-ish work.” They adapted to organizational politics and understood the power of a good client relationship. They were tenacious, aggressive, and competitive. The downside to this more aggressive approach: When men fight for ideas, they are respected, but when women fight for ideas, they are labeled difficult. In those cases, women often used an “accommodation or deference strategy, in which they tended to ‘bend over backwards’ to ‘make it easier for people.’” In one study, smaller-market agencies “had friendlier cultures, including less or no internal competition for creative assignments.”

Perhaps one of the biggest influences for why so few women become ad agency creative directors isn’t gender but the “incompatibility between motherhood and agency creative jobs.” Female creative leaders tend to not have spouses with demanding careers or not have children.210 One interviewee said, “In creative, unlike any other area, you’re often out on shoots for a month at a time, and that makes it difficult if you’re trying to raise young children.”211, 212 Pregnancy discrimination can cause women to delay pregnancies or feel pressure to “forgo mentioning their pregnancy in fear of missing opportunities.”213

**Tokenism and the “diversity hire”**

Tokenism is the “practice of making only a perfunctory or symbolic effort” to be diverse or inclusive, “especially by recruiting a small number of people from historically excluded groups in order to give the appearance of sexual or racial

“…”214

“I found that I was being regularly pulled into meetings and onto projects that called for greater diversity because my bosses thought, ‘What better way to show we’re diverse than by having a Black person in the room?’”215

“It’s comfortable to enjoy what Black people have to offer, but less comfortable to actually grant them power.”216

“C-suite execs still think it’s cool to only wheel me out to talk about racism.”217

-Digiday “Confessions” series

---

equality within a workforce.” When the “proportion of minority to majority” is 20% or less, “tokenism is assured.” The damaging effects of tokenism include “heightened visibility and scrutiny, additional role demands ... isolation, boundary heightening, and role encapsulation.”

Some diverse employees can be labeled as a “diversity hire,” someone who was hired on the basis of their diversity vs. talent, which can lead to devaluing those employees’ contributions in the workplace. “Being stigmatized as the ‘diversity hire’” means employees feel they “must work three to four times as hard to excel, stand out for excellence, and be recognized for their skill and knowledge.”

Diverse people are often expected to take on additional DEI responsibilities outside of their normal job without an increase in pay. After George Floyd’s death and the subsequent protests, many Black people found themselves inundated with requests for advice, ideas, and help. Many diverse employees may feel an inner struggle on how much they should be involved, from “I’m not going to tell you...

“That’s the really frustrating part. Black people didn’t create these systemic prejudices, so please don’t expect us to resolve them alone.”
-Digiday “Confessions” series
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people how to talk to my people” to a feeling of “moral responsibility to your Blackness.” Tech workers and recruiters explained that they felt a sort of double-consciousness, which they described as “part of their jobs [to] work to identify and ameliorate racial trauma (for example, through recruiting more people of color or changing company culture through unconscious bias training), all while being subjected to racial trauma.”

These additional responsibilities can create pressure. As one Black employee said, “My opinion does not represent every Black person.” Another employee said, “I think a lot of the misconceptions came from people seeing Black culture from afar and expecting me to behave in a certain way.” People of color may feel “visible yet invisible.”

If you head up diversity efforts, you can be “tainted with the ‘diversity’ label in the organization.” “It felt like I was being pigeonholed into an unofficial role on top of my actual role without the additional resource or pay.”

**Job hopping and freelance**

Marketing employees have the shortest tenure of any profession in the business world, just 2.6 years on average. Coupled with the fact that one-third of brands are considering changing agencies in the next six months, a picture of a volatile industry starts to form. It’s common for historically excluded people to switch jobs in advertising to get a promotion. Some Black agency employees report being inundated with offers from agencies looking to expand their

---
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diverse roster, especially recently among mid-level employees. Former 4A’s president Nancy Hill said, “Because we’ve had such a poor track record of growing talent, people drop out at mid-level, and there is a shortage of mid- to senior-level.”

Along with short tenure, advertising-related industries see a prevalence of freelancing. Even in 1997, researchers reported women dropping out of agency workplaces and freelancing for the more flexible work schedule, then called being a “maternalancer.” The COVID-19 pandemic has prompted over 2 million Americans to start freelancing, and despite the job market recovery, the prevalence of freelancing job postings has “remained elevated.”

In advertising-related fields, “the shift to temporary or freelance workers has been even more stark.”

Before COVID-19, the share of temporary job postings for communications and marketing was at 12% and 8%, respectively – but in April 2020, those numbers jumped to “four times higher” for communications and 28% for marketing. Many advertising jobs were converted to temporary or freelance positions.

Freelancers are also more likely to be ethnically diverse. Black women, in particular, are likely to run or develop a business on the side of their full-time job, coined “side-preneurship.”

Job hopping and freelancing tendencies are some of the few factors included in this report that could be considered both push and pull factors.
Potential solutions

“Rather than expecting individuals to fit into a set ‘company culture,’ companies should focus on building a culture that honors its employees’ unique differences as strengths.”239 In a boys’ club environment, it is essential to break the culture of sameness and prove the value-in-diversity hypothesis to majority males.

Prove: Convince the majority culture that there is value in diversity, particularly diverse leadership.

Use the value-in-diversity hypothesis: Categorical dissimilarity “engenders differences in knowledge, skills, and experiences, which exposes the group to a broader range of viewpoints and opinions. With access to a larger and varied pool of informational resources, it is assumed that heterogeneous groups are more likely to generate better-quality solutions to problems.”240

“Build the business case for high retention facilitating better business:

“Companies in the top quartile for racial and ethnic diversity are 35% more likely to have financial returns above their respective national industry medians,” and for gender diversity, 15% more likely to have higher financial returns.241 “A revolving door leaves you in a constant mode of training,” but getting people to stay allows them more time to help the company make a profit.242 “From an economic standpoint, when employees leave and replacements are hired, companies must deal with higher recruiting costs, longer training time, and lower productivity. Research suggests that the cost of a professional or a manager leaving an organization can be as high as twice the average associate’s salary or a minimum of one year’s worth of salary and benefits.”243

“When a flower doesn’t bloom, you fix the environment in which it grows, not the flower.”

---
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**Build the business case for diverse leaders:** In particular, build the case for diverse leadership, including but not limited to increased earnings, outperforming competition, reducing firm risk and improving performance, lowering the wage gap, increasing mid-level management diversity, and likelihood to embrace DEI, mentorship, and sponsorship.

**Personalize to change-makers:** There is no one-size-fits-all approach to fostering the inclusion and retention of diverse employees. Identify key change-makers, and tailor your approach to each role and personality type.

---

**References:**


KEY CHANGE-MAKER: MANAGERS

Drawing from decades of data and interviews with 25 million employees, Gallup concluded that the biggest factor in employee turnover is an individual’s manager.254

**Inspire managers to voluntarily educate themselves:** “Engage managers in solving the problem.” “Expose them to people from different groups. ... Encourage social accountability for change.”255 “Educate managers about the work realities faced by historically excluded groups.”256

**Foster accountability:** “Hold managers accountable for the retention and advancement” of historically excluded employees and for “providing critical development opportunities and high-visibility assignments necessary for advancement.”257

**Give feedback tied to business and goals outcomes:** “Before you begin evaluations, either written or verbal, outline the specific criteria you are employing to evaluate individuals. ... Set a goal to discuss three specific business outcomes with all employees. ... Systematically tie feedback – either positive or developmental – to business and goals outcomes. ... When evaluating people in similar roles, equalize references to technical accomplishments and capability. ... Strive to write reviews of similar lengths for all employees.”258

KEY CHANGE-MAKER: MAJORITY MALES

**Build the confidence and competence of majority males in the workforce:** Majority men often hold positions of power in companies, many of whom fear broaching these topics, including the threat of being publicly shamed, leading them to disengage or stay silent. This starts with majority men seeing themselves as part of “white male culture” that has “long set the standard for workplace culture.” Researchers recommend sharing stories of the benefits of a diverse team and encouraging executives to brag on the D&I competencies of their executive team to reinforce the idea that “inclusive leaders earn strong reputations.” They also recommend helping majority men let down their defenses and “receive pushback in a spirit of understanding.” Lastly, researchers see the need to delineate between sessions where majority men should listen and learn vs. more actively participate.259

KEY CHANGE-MAKER: WHITE WOMEN

Studies show that senior-level white women are more likely to embrace DEI, mentorship, and sponsorship;260 pay women better and reduce the wage gap;261 and help increase mid-level management diversity.262
Potential solutions in action

Julian Obubo of Manifest, a UK public relations agency, said his agency doesn’t “hire for a culture fit, we hire for a culture add. That’s critical to why we are where we are.”

“Companies in the top quartile for racial and ethnic diversity are 35% more likely to have financial returns above their respective national industry medians,” and for gender diversity, 15% more likely to have higher financial returns.

---

263 Harrington, J. (2020, September 1). ‘We don’t hire for a cultural fit, we hire for a cultural add’ – how to be an ethnically diverse employer. PR Week.
Stress in the workplace today

Nearly 2 million working women are considering leaving the workforce and putting a hold on their career goals due to pandemic-related challenges like burnout, financial insecurity, and balancing household labor and childcare with workplace demands. Women of color, especially Black women, are facing even more challenges. Their communities are disproportionately affected by the pandemic, and they are dealing with racial violence, grief, and loss.264, 265, 266, 267 Black Americans are almost twice as likely to live in the counties at highest risk of health and economic disruption from the pandemic, and 39% of all jobs held by Black Americans are threatened by reductions in hours or pay, temporary furloughs, or permanent layoffs.268, 269

“Being an ethnic minority at a predominantly white workplace creates its own kind of stress. … I’ve seen it really affect people and have a negative effect on their mental health because they were ostracized. … Sometimes it’s better to leave than constantly butt heads with clueless people.”

-Digiday “Confessions” series270
Among marketers, 45% have “felt fatigue related to racial tension or issues at work during their career.” One employee said on leaving her job, “I know the way to change these issues is to do so from within, but getting to those positions is tough when there are so many things working against you. It’s not worth my mental health.” One Black male said that putting on a front for white colleagues, educating them on diversity, is “exhausting.” He said he wishes his white colleagues would “educate themselves.” Yet another said, “I was experiencing so much abuse, so I let [the N] word go because I just couldn’t fight that day.”

Ethnic minorities reported higher levels of workplace burnout throughout 2020 compared to white Americans.

**Hierarchical, fast-paced, competitive, and demanding**

“Marketers were the job function group most likely to disagree that their employers’ leaders care about their health and well-being (32%) and that they feel safe at work physically (20%), mentally, and emotionally (28%). This is especially important since 77% said they would leave a job where their employer did not prioritize mental and emotional health and well-being.”

---

In “Babes in Boyland” (1997), authors interviewed agency creatives who said women drop out because “advertising is competitive and tough. Maybe women just don’t want to put up with the bullshit. Maybe they’re more well-balanced. Maybe they’re not willing to drop everything to get up there to the power positions.” Later, Mallia came to a similar conclusion in her research: Women who left agency life were politically savvy but simply less willing to participate in agency politics. “I didn’t want to deal with the dysfunction and politics of the work environment.”

Mothers face stereotypes and assumptions that they are “less available, less flexible, and less dedicated to their work – a cascade of assumptions that often labels them as unsuitable for top leadership positions.”

---

Psychological safety

“Psychological safety is the belief that you can speak up, take risks, and put forward ideas, questions, or challenges without facing ridicule or retaliation. When employees feel safe, they trust that they can admit mistakes, seek feedback, or even fail without dire consequences.”

According to a two-year study at Google, the most common feature of high-performing teams was, by far, feeling secure enough to contribute. It is often women (especially women of color) who do not feel safe in their workplace. “The virtual environment has worsened the safety problem. Of the female business leaders who responded to a recent survey from Catalyst, nearly half said women faced difficulty in speaking up in virtual meetings.”

“About a quarter of African and Hispanic Americans disagree that they feel/felt safe at work physically (25% and 18%, respectively), compared to only 8% of white Americans. The same disparity holds for mental safety. Twenty-four percent of African Americans and 22% of Hispanic Americans disagree that they feel safe at work mentally, compared to just 12% of white Americans.”

“Only 62% of BIPOC women agree they feel heard at work and that their voice carries weight in decision-making, compared to 76% of white men.”

Much of psychological safety involves trust, and “while women of color tended to trust their own race first and other women of color second, all groups concurred that they did not trust Caucasian women – even though white women were the most-named race/ethnicity for role models, by 40% of respondents.”

---

281 Edmondson, A. (2014, May 5). Building a psychologically safe workplace. TEDxHGSE.
Speaking out, retaliation, and the “race card”

A grievance system is the typical formal organizational procedure for employee complaints.288 When employees don’t feel like the grievance system does anything, they stop bringing their problems forward, which results in companies believing they don’t have any issues to resolve.

Forty percent of marketing employees have felt unable to speak out about discrimination they’ve witnessed or experienced based on their ethnicity.289 Employees stay quiet due to two viewpoints: personality and situational factors.290 Some diverse employees report that when they speak out against aggressive or upsetting behavior, “people try to demonize you or start to imply that your mental health or well-being need to be investigated.” Black and Latina women report being perceived as the “angry Black woman” or as having a “Latin temper,” respectively, if they speak passionately.291, 292

Racially diverse employees are often scared to speak up because they think they could be labeled as playing the “race card.” “Playing the race card” is “using coded language to racialize” a situation and “brand an allegation of injustice as a cynical ploy rather than a sincere protest.”293 The fear of retaliation prevents employees from speaking up, validated by research showing that “leaders generally react quite negatively to employees who challenge them.”294

“The last thing I want to do is become known as the guy who plays the race card, even if it is valid.”
-Digiday “Confessions” series287

---

288 SHRM. What are the steps typically found in a grievance procedure?
Companies can be fearful of public backlash when they acknowledge employees speaking out on important issues that put the company in a negative light.295 Sometimes, nondisclosure agreements or other contractual obligations prevent employees from speaking out publicly. One employee recounts several “professional penalties” for going public, including signing “draconian NDAs.”296 Many, if not most, of the interviews featured in advertising publications like Ad Age or Digiday are anonymous, “out of fear of endangering their employment.”297

**Sponsorship, mentorship, and access**

The access that diverse and historically excluded employees have to more senior employees can affect their ability to move their career forward. In one McKinsey study, women felt that they had “fewer meaningful interactions with senior leaders compared to their male peers – and this gap widened as they advanced.” Women “were also less likely to say that a senior leader outside their direct management chain had helped them get a promotion or challenging new assignment – even though women were more likely than men to have been assigned a formal mentor.”298 Women of color, in particular, reported being challenged by the “absence of informal networking opportunities with influential colleagues.”299

Two primary programs are recommended to help a diverse set of employees move up: sponsorship and mentorship. In recent years, research has shown that sponsorship can be a more effective way to help promising employees advance.

---

295 Asare, J. G. (2020, December 6). It’s obvious that companies don’t want to hear about their diversity issues. Forbes.
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SPONSORSHIP VS. MENTORSHIP

Sponsorship is a “helping relationship in which senior, powerful people use their personal clout to talk up, advocate for, and place a more junior person in a key role.”300, 301

It is a powerful link to “senior executives [who are] willing to put their reputation on the line to promote their protégés all the way to the top.”302 Sponsors “invest their own reputation advocating for an employee behind closed doors.”303

Sponsors also give their protégés tactical advice to realize their vision and “coach [them] on [their] performance and train a spotlight on [them] so that everyone takes note of [their] abilities and potential.”

A protégé will “ask for career guidance, feedback, and stretch assignments” and demonstrate drive and loyalty. Sponsors will look for protégés who are exceptional performers, while protégés look for leaders “who embody their values or value their strengths.”304

Sponsors also have an investment that mentors don’t.305 The protégé’s career outcome is a direct reflection of the sponsor’s advocacy, and thus the sponsor works harder to ensure favorable outcomes, and everybody wins.

A mentor, on the other hand, is someone who is “willing to use their knowledge and experience to provide support and guidance to their mentee. They listen to their mentee’s career vision, offer feedback, and give advice. While a mentor may also be a sponsor, there is a critical difference between the two. … While a mentor’s role may be passive, a sponsor’s role is anything but.”306

Mentorship is a “more low-profile form of support,” compared to sponsorship as a “visible high-octane support” that can compound an individual’s dedication to her job and unlock her ability to perform.”307

“Mentors have an interest and provide sound advice, but they are not necessarily providing air cover and counting on the success of a mentee the same way a sponsor counts on a protégé to be successful.”308

“While a mentor is someone who has knowledge and will share it with you, a sponsor is a person who has power and will use it for you.”

---

306 Her New Standard: 6 tips for a successful sponsorship program.
Mentors have an effect on men’s likelihood of promotion but “no effect” on women’s; one reason is that the “women’s mentors were less senior than those of men and, as a result, lacked the clout needed to advocate for them.”

Also, when women initiate a mentorship, they receive less mentoring than when men initiate one. On top of that, “high-potential women are overmentored and undersponsored relative to their male peers.”

Center for Talent Innovation research showed that “71% of executives have protégés whose gender and race match their own. As a result, women and people of color don’t reap the benefits of sponsorship like men do, and the company doesn’t gain diverse talent.”

And the #MeToo movement has deterred senior male executives from establishing “one-on-one mentoring relationships with women.” Six in ten male managers “are uncomfortable participating in a common work activity with a woman, such as mentoring, working alone, or socializing together. That’s a 32% jump from a year ago. ... As for why this is happening, 36% of men say they’ve avoided mentoring or socializing with a woman because they were nervous about how it would look.”

Sponsorship is typically hard to track because it is completely informal. Formal sponsorship programs that organizations have implemented fall through due to executives feeling that “they are being asked to advocate for people they don’t know well or don’t think are ready.” Sponsors also usually expect their protégés to be just like them and can miss out on the other valuable skill sets and traits that their protégés bring to the table.

---


Sponsorships are a powerful driver of engagement and ambition, but most historically excluded individuals are unlikely to have a sponsor. Many women underestimate the importance of sponsorship and fail to seek it out. Women are more likely to believe that “hard work alone will succeed in turning heads” or that getting ahead based on “who you know” is an inherently unfair, even “dirty” tactic.

Only 23% of Black employees, compared to 30% of white employees, believe they get “a lot” or “quite a bit” of support to advance. Black women, in particular, are much less likely than their colleagues to have a work sponsor. In a study of sponsorship among Black women, compared to their white male counterparts, Black women had a harder time obtaining and retaining sponsorship. “Only one-third of Black women’s sponsors in the study were white men – most sponsors were Black (57%), and almost one-third (29%) were women.”

In one study, Latinx employees with sponsors were 42% more likely to be satisfied with their career advancement than Latinx employees without sponsors. But only 5% of “full-time, high-earning” Latinx professionals at large companies reported having a sponsor.

**Potential solutions**

To create psychologically safe environments, agencies must integrate inclusivity at every possible juncture.

**Integrate:** Foster inclusion in all aspects of the employee experience, from day-to-day interactions to institutional policies.

**Break the culture of sameness:** Homogeneity is comfortable. Companies should embrace a wide range of styles and voices.
Create a psychologically safe workplace where employees feel they belong:
Psychological safety is a critical part of the “unfreezing” process for “organizational learning and change.” Psychological safety is a “principal motivator of employee performance behaviors in a racially diverse work setting.” Frame the work as a learning problem, not an execution problem. Acknowledge your own fallibility. Model curiosity and ask lots of questions.

Create space: “Normalize creating space within your team’s work cycles to include time for inclusive practices.”

Foster an open dialogue: Simply having diverse voices in a room does not automatically create a space for open-mindedness; in fact, the diversity can cause more disagreement. Instead, cultivate an open-dialogue environment without ego or judgment.

Encourage a “speak-up culture”: Encouraging people to speak up will help create a more inclusive environment. Be transparent about the process, show that you are willing to listen and take advice, and reconsider what “retaliation” means.

Institutionalize change through unexpected “mundane behaviors”: By weaving the brand messages into employees’ everyday experiences, behavior change can become instinctive. “It is what David Nadler and Michael Tushman, in their 1990 exploration of how change becomes institutionalized, called ‘mundane behaviors.’ It means changing how you spend your time.”

---
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**Sponsor:** Create, fund, and promote a formal sponsorship program with clear expectations, policies, and goals.

**Set clear expectations:** Educate people on what sponsorship is, publicize policies, and “clarify and communicate the intent of the program.”333, 334, 335

**Show executives what’s in it for them:** Sponsors also reap many rewards like expanded skill sets, knowledge of their consumer base and new market segments, and job satisfaction.336, 337

**Train both parties:** “Train sponsors on the complexities of gender and leadership”338 and “train both sponsors and protégés to manage ‘like me’ bias.”339

“Integrate conversations on workplace biases into sponsorship programs.”340

---
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Hold sponsors accountable: Make sponsorship matter by making it a benchmark on executives’ evaluations.\textsuperscript{344} Push for punishment by explicitly stating the consequences of violating company policies.\textsuperscript{345}

Majority men must advocate for women and minorities: To improve gender balance and diversity in the workplace while making a profit for a company, men need to advocate for women’s advancement.\textsuperscript{346}

Potential solutions in action

Brands like Accenture, IBM, and Deloitte have implemented sponsorship programs with promising results.\textsuperscript{347, 348} Accenture has publicly committed to a gender-balanced workforce by 2025, and part of this commitment includes a sponsorship program in which senior-level female employees are paired with C-suite executives. Since the development of this program, 47% of Accenture’s new hires are women, and its global workforce is 44% women. Accenture reports that 100% of female employees participate in programs related to mentorship, sponsorship, and career development.\textsuperscript{349}

“WPP’s new employee-listening channels, or virtual CEO town halls, have reached more than 39,000 employees, according to the agency, and its ‘safe rooms,’ designed for open and candid discussions, are averaging several hundred people per session. The first safe room WPP hosted in June 2020 had nearly 3,000 participants.”\textsuperscript{350}

\textsuperscript{344} Hewlett, S. A. (2013, October 8). As a leader, create a culture of sponsorship. Harvard Business Review.
\textsuperscript{346} Anderson, R. H., & Smith, D. G. (2019, August 7). What men can do to be better mentors and sponsors to women. Harvard Business Review.
\textsuperscript{347} Henderson, R. (2020, March 13). Sponsors could be key to solving tech’s lack of gender diversity. TechCrunch.
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Fair compensation

Advertising salaries traditionally have been kept under wraps, with the only up-to-date systematic recording of compensation in informal public Google spreadsheets like Real Agency Salaries. Yet compensation is arguably the most important factor in why employees leave.

In general, “women still are paid just 82 cents for every dollar paid to a man. Black women are paid just 63 cents and Latinas 55 cents compared to what white men earn.” White employees have a “disproportionately large share of income in top quantiles, and all other races accrue a disproportionately large share of income at the bottom 10% and 1% of the overall income distribution,” particularly Blacks, American Indians, and Hispanics. “Most racial groups (with the exception of Asians) have incomes that are between 50% and 80% of the corresponding white income level consistently across the income distribution.” What’s more, “income mobility decreased for all racial and ethnic groups between 2000 and 2014.” “Together, these results paint a picture of a rigid income structure wherein BIPOC disagree that they are/were paid fairly and in a comparable way to other colleagues at their level.” And 22% of LGBTQ+ Americans say they have not been paid fairly or promoted at the same rate as their peers.

352 Wilkie, D. (2019, May 19). Cash remains king: new survey confirms what others have said for years. SHRM.
353 AAUW. (2020, September 15). AAUW reacts to stagnant gender pay gap numbers.
357 Catalyst. (2021, June 1). Lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender workplace issues (quick take).
**Sidelined DEI**

Many companies relegate DEI programs to a chief diversity officer vs. integrating diversity and inclusion into their teams. One D&I chair remarked, “I [didn’t] even report in to the CEO. What sort of business keeps its senior marketer away from the management team? It’s the one that sees D&I as a HR problem, not a business one.”

“In today’s marketplace, best-practice companies are those that integrate diversity philosophy into their business missions.”

Black employees are 39% less likely to believe “their company’s DEI programs are effective than white employees in the same company.”

“In cases where I spoke to HR, they weren’t qualified or properly equipped to handle my issues or complaints,” one historically excluded employee recounted.

---
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Often, AAPI perspectives are “overlooked” in DE&I with plans that don’t specifically address Asians.\textsuperscript{363} One executive search firm said clients only wanted “someone Black or [B]rown” for their diversity officers.\textsuperscript{364} As one copywriter remarked, “[W]e as an industry haven’t taken the proper steps to understand and educate each other on what the cultural sensitivities surrounding Asian people are.”\textsuperscript{365} The diversity of heritage and perspective within AAPI means data surrounding this group needs to be disaggregated.\textsuperscript{366}

Although DEI programs vary, research suggests that some approaches may be doing more harm than good. Companies force people to get with the program “by blaming and shaming them with rules and reeducation.” Making employees go through training that questions their bias is short-lived and may actually “activate bias or spark backlash” in the long term. Negative incentives have not been shown to create sustainable change. When people voluntarily decide to educate themselves, the message gets across more effectively. There are also special training programs for managers as decision-makers in the hiring, firing, and promotions process. However, “singling them out implies that they’re the worst culprits, [and] managers tend to resent that implication and resist the message.”\textsuperscript{367}

Majority males often hold leadership positions in white-collar companies, and many don’t prioritize these efforts because they don’t affect them.\textsuperscript{368}

\textsuperscript{364} Agovino, T. (2021, June 19). Asian-Americans seek more respect, authority in the workplace. SHRM.
\textsuperscript{365} Josephy, A., & Ad Age Studio 30 (2021, April 20). AAPI voices speak out against hate. Ad Age.
\textsuperscript{368} Kennedy, J. T., & Jam-Link, P. (2020). What majority men really think about D&I. Center for Talent Innovation.
Potential solutions

DEI experts say to invest not only in DEI initiatives but also in diverse employees and their families to make work more sustainable and inclusive for all.

Reimagine: Reconsider all aspects of what DEI could be at your organization.

Move DEI off the sidelines: “We need to move D&I off the sidelines and fully integrate it into the operating ethos of our organizations. This means organizations need to signal to all of their employees, especially executives and team leaders, that D&I isn’t a second job; it’s a thread that runs through all the work they do.”

Reimagine DEI with those most impacted by its policies: Shed the “bourgeois skin” of DEI and involve “rank-and-file workers” who are “most impacted by the politics it creates.” People like “union organizers, coalition builders, and activists” over “scientists and business administrators” whose “allegiances are to executives.”

Integrate DEI into all aspects of institutional practices: “Integrate diversity initiatives into routine organizational practices such as recruitment, orientation, training, career-development tools, and succession planning.”

---
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Use training that encourages perspective-taking and goal-setting:
Training that encourages employees to mentally walk in someone else’s shoes has been proven to “improve pro-diversity attitudes and behavioral intentions,” and these effects persisted eight months later. Goal-setting involves “asking diversity-training participants to set specific, measurable, and challenging (yet attainable) goals related to diversity in the workplace.”

Develop training inclusive of all perspectives: “Companies can play a role in helping their employees unlearn harmful stereotypes ... by developing more robust” diversity and equity training inclusive of all experiences.

Disaggregate data, especially for AAPI: “By collecting more granular data, you can begin to understand the diversity of AAPI employees in your organization.”

Invest: Invest in your efforts, including collaborative industry efforts and the needs of your employees and their families.

Signal commitment through investment: “Commit to continued investment and research.” “How your organization spends its resources (capital, people, capabilities) and what it chooses to measure are the final critical ways it signals what is important. ... It doesn’t just mean money – though that is important. It also means allocating the right people, with the right level of seniority, experience, and political connections, to work on the change.”

---

374 Liu, J. (2021, May 3). How the model minority myth holds Asian Americans back at work – and what companies should do. CNBC.
Integrate DEI into the business model: Show how DEI is within the “operating ethos” of your organization (not just relegated to a chief diversity officer role) and how it boosts careers, particularly among white male managers who prioritize D&I in their teams and hiring practices.  

Make work more sustainable for all: “Reset norms around flexibility.” Recognize and assist with stress from “financial issues and social/family obligations.” Workplace flexibility has been shown to be an important retention strategy for Latinx professionals in particular, for whom family has a high importance.

Potential solutions in action

As a response to the letter “Call for Change,” WPP committed to spend $30 million over the next two years to fund inclusion programs within WPP and support external organizations.

Dentsu has started providing “citizen bonuses” to employee resource group leaders to recognize and promote their contributions.

---
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CONCLUSION

We can do better. We owe it to the people of our industry, our future workforce, our clients, and consumers to foster inclusion, advancement, respect, well-being, and fair pay to historically excluded individuals in advertising and related fields. This starts with an honest and fearless self-reflection on the factors that are combating inclusion and retention:

1. Subjectivity and ambiguity in creative industries breed bias.
2. The consumer- and client-facing nature of the industry encourages performativity.
3. “Culture fit” criteria promote homogeneity.
4. Psychologically unsafe work environments create unhealthy workplaces.
5. Lack of investment signals a lack of dedication.

It moves beyond a public commitment to specific, measurable actions that directly and positively impact historically excluded professionals. This won’t be easy or quick. Characteristics of creative industries – including history, culture, makeup, subject matter, and design – have led us to the current, imperfect state of advertising. But creative organizations also have a huge benefit: the ability of their people to create powerful and novel solutions to tough problems. A greater knowledge of the factors above, combined with a focused commitment from leaders to overcome them, will lead to an empowered, diverse workforce and a healthier, more effective industry.
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Coming in early 2022:

**ADCOLOR State of the Workplace Study: Retention Outlook Through a DE&I Lens**

The ADCOLOR State of the Workplace Study: Retention Outlook Through a DE&I Lens consists of an extensive review of published research, a survey of more than 500 industry professionals from the ADCOLOR community, and insights derived from dozens of industry leaders and influencers via personal interviews.

The good news: Historically excluded employees are finding their way into advertising and its related industries. The bad news: Many are not staying, and of those who stay, many are planning to leave their current positions within the next year.

We hope the challenges, perceptions, and successes shared by these professionals, most from historically excluded communities, who have navigated the advertising, creative, and tech workplaces can assist the industries’ institutions in operationalizing systems to become more inclusive and equitable as they work toward sustaining a more stable, satisfied, and diverse workforce.
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